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I which were then acting there. Animated by the woman he bad seduced from her husband, in
spectacle, he returned to London, where he be whose house be had lived, and whose hospitality
SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF THOMAI PAINE.
came extremely active in spreading revolutionary he thus repaid. In June 1809, this unhappy man
The following sketch of the life of Thomas Rine, author
died at New York. It is during this period of his
of the “ Age of Reason,” &c is from a review d Hartford’s principles. In 1791, Paine published the First
Life of Paine in the Christian Observer for kpril 1820. Part of “The Rights of Man," which was followed residence in the United States, that we have the
Some few of the expressions will be found adapteito a Euro in 1792 by the second Part, both containing di most authentic accounts of the private life of
pean meridian rather than our own.
rect and very powerful excitements to rebellion Paine; and little more seems necessary to con
Thomas Paine was born at Thetford in Nor and revolution, supported by a style of reasoning vince us of the real source of his infidelity, than
folk, England, in January, 1737, and was educa well calculated to delude the ignorant, and to the perusal of these details: “For every one that
ted at the free-school of that place. In 759, he swell the ranks of the turbulent and disaffected. doeth evil hateth the light, neither comcth to the
settled at Sandwich as a stay-maker, to which The good sense of the country at large, however, light, lest his deeds should be reproved."
He lodged for a time with a Mrs. Dean. “ Mrs.
trade he had been brought up, and marred Mary was not to be thus imposed upon; and instead of
Lambert, who died the following year, it s alleged producing its designed effect, this work appeared Dean," says Mr. Chcetham, “with whom I have
by some, in consequence of a prematire birth to serve the purpose only of rousing the loyal spirit conversed, tells me that he was daily drunk at
caused by his ill usage. In 1761, he ootained a of the people, and rallying them around the throne their house, and that in his few sober moments
A prosecution was instituted he was always quarrelling with her, and disturbing
place in the excise at Thetford, from which he and the altar.
was dismissed for some irregularity, but was sub against Paine; but, afraid of the issue, he quitted the peace of the family. She represents him as
sequently restored. In 1768, he was actbg as an the kingdom, and repaired to Franc* having nar deliberately and disgustingly filthy. It is not sur
exciseman at Lewes, where he lived vith one rowly escaped arrest at Dover. lie had previ prising, therefore, that she importuned her hus
Samuel Olive, a grocer, who soon aft?r died. ously been elected by the department of Calais a band to turn him out of the house; but owing to
In 1771, he married Oiive’s daughter, Elizabeth. member of the National Convent ion, and he pallia Mr. Dean’s predilection for his political writings,
In 1774, he was again dismissed from lis office, ted his evasion by alleging the necessity he was un her importunities were, for several weeks, una
on a charge of fraud, and all his efforts o regain der of attending his duty at Paris. He was tried vailing. Constant domestic disquiet very natu
his situation proved ineffectual. His afhirs soon before Lord Kenyon, and found guilty by the ju rally ensued, which was increased by Paine’s
fell into such disorder, that his property was sold ry without a moment’s hesitation. The attorney- peevishness and violence. One day he raa after
to pay his debts. In May, of the same year, he general read in court a letter from Paine, addres- Miss Dean, a girl of fifteen, with a chair whip in
and his wife, whne“ lifi» ,>« in .said to h '•< rynjpr- b«A tn him. It was filled with gros • insults on the his hand, to whip her, and would have done so,
cu luiK-cirtOie by neglect and unwiuw*. separa king; anu it denounced vcogeinee
the judge but for the interposition of her mother. The en
ted by mutual agreement. He went to London; and jury, should he be found guiLy. Not sarren raged Mrs. Dean, to use her own language, ‘flew
but not obtaining suable employment there, pro dering to meet the award of court, sentence of at him.’ Paine retreated up stairs into his private
bably in consequence of the loss of h<s character, outlawry was passed upon him. Paine did not room, and was swiftly pursued by his antagonist.
be resolved to "7 America. He arrived at Phi long fill his seat in the French Legislature. Ha The little drunken old man owed his safety to the
ladelphia, in
1^75. Here he became a vio ving been in some measure indentified with the holts of his door. In the fall of the year, Mrs.
lent partis*1* of the colonial cause, and com Brissotine faction, he shared its fate, and in De Dean prevailed with her husband to keep him in
menced hs career as a political writer. One of cember 1793, was thrown into prison, where he the house no longer." He then went to live on
his pub'cations, entitled “Common Sense,” was was seized with a fever, brought on as it is said by his farm.
marke* by a singular degree of natural acuteness; intemperance, and thus narrowly escaped the guil
Being now alone, except in the company of the
oeing well-adapted to the state of feeling lotine. He was released from prison on the death Bonnevilles, of whom he took but little notice, he
viich then prevailed in America, it gained him of Robespierre, and invited to resume his seat in engaged an old black woman, of filename of Bet
<iuch ceiebrity, and produced an extensive and the Convention, but all his attempts to attract pub ty, to do his house work. Betty lived with him
powerful effect, in deciding the public mind in fa lic regard in France proved abortive. He turned but three weeks. She seems to have been as in
vor of independence. Paine now rose into conse his attention, therefore, once more to England; temperate as himself. Like her master, she was
quence. His writings were rewarded by Con and perceiving that the chief obstacle to revolu every day intoxicated. Paine would accuse her
gress with a sum of money; and in 1777, he was tion in this country arose from the influence of of stealing his New England rum, and Betty
appointed secretary to the committee for foreign Christianity, his efforts were now directed to the would retort by calling him an old drunkard. Of
affairs. Here he was soon found guilty of a object of bringing the Scriptures into contempt. ten, Mrs. Dean informs me, would they both lie
breach of trust, and was ignominiously expelled With this view he composed and published “The prostrate on the same floor, dead drunk, sprawling
from the office. After a time, however, he suc Age of Reason," the first Part of which appeared and swearing and threatning to fight, but incapa
ceeded in procuring the inferior employment of in 1795, and the second in 1796. Paine himself ble of approaching each other to combat. No
clerk to the House of Assembly of the State of was beyond the reach of our courts of justice, thing but inability prevented a battle.
Pennsylvania. When the war ended, he sunk in but the publisher of the libel was prosecuted and
He afterwards removed to different families;
to obscurity; and for five years little is known of convicted. Mr. Erskine, now Lord Erskine, con but in all of them he appears to have acted not
him, except that, from a letter he wrote to Gene ducted the prosecution; and his speech on the only in the most disgusting and offensive, but in the
ral Green, he appears to have been very desirous occasion ranks deservedly high among the most niostunprincipled manner, paying the debts which
of coming to England, in order to excite distur splendid effusions of forensic eloquence. After he contracted for his board and lodging only when
bances here. It was not, however, until 1787 that his liberation from prison, Paine had been received compelled to do so. Ue lived five months with a
he revisited this country. At first, the state in into the house of Mr. Monroe, then the American Mr. Jarvis, a portrait painter. At this place he
which he found men’s minds afforded him little Ambassador at Paris, now the President of the was not so constantly intoxicated as formerly;
prospect of success. But as the French Revolu United States. But his habits of intoxication and though frequently falling into violent passions,
tion proceeded, the unusual ferment which it rendered him a very uncomfortable inmate. He Mr. Jarvis appears to have successfully studied
caused, not only in France but throughout Eu continued to reside in France for some years long the means of calming his rage. Still he was on
rope greatly raised his hopes. In 1789, he had er, neglected and contemned. But in 1802, ha ly comparatively improved, and would, occasion
been arrested for a debt of 700/., but having been ving received an invitation from President Jeffer ally, sit up at night tippling, till he fell off his
released from prison by the intervention of the son, he repaired to America, where he spent the chair. In this posture and plight he would talk
American House of Clogget and Co., he went remainder of his days. He was accompanied by about the immortality of the soul. One day, as
over to Paris to take a nearer view of the scenes a Madame Bonneville and her two sons. This he was sitting with a volume of the Age of Rca...GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER..
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son before him, a maid servant took it up and be though he never slept without the assistance of an female who had accompanied him from France
gan to read it: Mr. Jarvis instantly seized the anodyne. There was something remarkable in lamented to this neighbor her sad case; observing*
book out of her hand; upon which Paine rose up his conduct about this period (which comprises ‘For this man I have given up my family and
angrily, and asked why he did so. Jarvis profes nearly two weeks immediately preceding hi's death) friends, rey property and my religion: judge then
sed his fear that the girl, whose character was particularly when we reflect, that Thomas Paine of my distress, when he tells me that the principles
then excellent, would become corrupted in her was author of the Age of Reason. He would he has taight me, will not bear me out!’
principles by that book; in which case, he added, call out, during his paroxysms cf distress, with
And here we close the curtain round the death
she may cheat me, rob me, and be undone. They out intermission, ‘O Lord help me, God help me, bed of a man who ‘being dead yet speaketh’ hv
had now reached the window, and Jarvis pointed Jesus Christ help me, O Lord help me,’ &c. re these pestiferous publications which still pollute
out a black man to Paine, as a striking instance of peating the same expressions, without the least our atmosphere, and by the unhappy effects which,
the efficacy of Christianity to enlighten and re variation, in a tone of voice that would alarm the in common with the writings of French and Ger
claim the ignorant and immoral. This man, it ap house. It was this conduct which induced me to man philcsophists, they have assisted in producing
pears, had been a notoriously bad fellow, without think that he had abandoned his former opinions; throughoit the civilized world. In one respect,
any sense of religion, or even of common moral and I was more inclined to that belief, when I un Paine seens to have deserved the highest seat in
feeling; but he had since been truly converted, derstood from his nurse (who is a very serious, this ‘bademinence;’ for while most of his infidel
and had gained the character of a sincere Chris and I believe, pious woman) that he would occa predecessors and compeers were directing their
tian, by his upright and excellent conduct. Paine sionally inquire, when he saw her engaged with a weapons against the higher and average classes
had no answer whatever to make, but ‘Pshaw—I book, what she was reading; and being answered, of intellect, this leader in the campaign of sedi
had not thought you were such a man.’ He saw, and at the same time asked whether she would tion and llasphemy knew how to enlist the popu
added Jarvis, the fact, and it was unanswerable. read aloud, he assented, and would appear to give lace unde- his banners. What AtTdison effected
We now come to his last hours, when it will evi particular attention.
in polite fterature, Paine performed in the depart
dently appear, “notwithstanding his vain boasts,”
On the 6th of June, Dr. Manley, struck by ment of iifidel sophistry; he brought it down,
“that he met death with terror and consternation.” these expressions, which he so frequently repeat from the schools of a perverted erudition, to the
He was nursed in his last illness by Mrs. Hedden, ed, and seeing that he was in great distress of level of the shop-board and the manufactory.
a very worthy and pious woman, who did her best mind, put the following questions to him:—‘Mr. He intraluced a sort of ‘ universal suffrage’ into
to serve him, not only as a kind attendant, but al Paine, what must we think of your present con the rank: of literature, by which those who could
so as a spiritual counsellor. During the first three duct? Why do you call upon Jesus Christ to not reastn might rail, and thus vote down, by the
or four days, his conduct was tolerable, except help you? Do vou believe that he can help you? invectivts of popular clamor, what is venerated
that he grew outrageous whenever Madame Bon Do you believe in the divinity of Jesus Christ? by the wse as undoubted revelation from Heaven,
neville entered the room. About the fifth day, Come now, answer me honestly; I want an answer and lovec by the good as the foundation of all
his language to Mrs. Hedden was so bad, that she as from the lips of a dying man,, for I verily be that is vi’tuous in human conduct, and the only
resolved immediately to quit the house; but sensi lieve that you will not live twenty-four hours.’ I sure guide to temporal or eternal felicity.
ble how necessary she was to his comfort, he made waited some time at the end of every question;
concessions which induced her to remain. Often he did not answer, but ceased to exclaim in the THE THOUSANDS WASTED ON RELIGIOUS
he would, for a long time together, exclaim, ‘Oh, above manner. Again I addressed him ‘Mr.
SOCIETIES.
Lord help me! Oh, Christ help me I Oh, Christ Paine, you have not answered my questions; will
But there are those who complain of the thousands
help me!’
you answer than? Allow me to ask again—Do expended annually, in forwarding the ends of reli
About a fortnight before his death, he was you believe? or let me qualify the question—do gious secieties. The children of this world cast
visited by Mr. Milledoler, a Presbyterian clergy you wish to believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of their mies by tens of thousands on the altars of
man, who exhorted him to repentance; but Paine God?’ After a pause of some minutes, he an vice ant fashion. The Theatre alone, swallows
grew angry, desired that he might not be disturb swered, ‘ I have no wish to believe on that sub  up in ont year, as in a fearful, mighty Maelstrom
ed by popish stuff, and ordered him to quit the ject.’ I then h ft him, and know not whether he more of *ur wealth, than all the religious socie
room. Sometimes Mrs. Hedden read the Bible afterwards spok to any person, on any subject, ties in tie Union. The gambling table, inexora
to him for hours together, and he appeared to though he livet, as I before observed, till the ble as death, insatiable as the grave, consumes its
listen attentively.
morning of the bth.
hundreds of thousands: while the Demon of ArThe following fact
He was attended by Dr. Manly, a respectable
millionXr^pKe'tchililren of this worlcTare1r-eight
indeed
strongly,
his
distrust
of
the
infidel
principles
which
physician, who furnished the following particulars
of Paine’s behavior on his death bed. Cleanliness he had professed. A gentleman of the neighbor wiser than the children of tight; those pour out
appeared to make no part of his comfort; he hood occasionally furnished him with refreshments their pleasures, with a spendthrift joy, at the shrine
seemed to have a singular aversiou to soap and from his own table, of which a respectable female of vice and luxury and fashion, but these, in the
water: he would never ask to be washed, and of the family was the bearer. She frequently cause of God, and of eternity, ani of perishing
when he was, he would always make objections; foand him engaged in writing, and believed from souls, too often yield up with reluctance, even the
and it was not unusual to wash and to dress him what she saw and heard, that when permitted by crumbs that fall from their tables. T.e primitive
clean very much against his inclination. In this his pain, he was mostly so engaged, or in prayer; Christian dedicated to charitable uses, the tenth
deplorable state, with confirmed dropsy, attended in the attitude of which she more than once saw of their income; but a large majority of modern
with frequent cough, vomiting and hiccough, he him when he thought himself alone. In one of the Christians are content to give, some the th»-tieth,
continued growing from bad to worse, till the interviews thus introduced, he inquired whether some the sixtieth, and some even the huudt^m
she had evfer read his ‘ Age of Reason,’ and on part. May the day yet come, and may its davn
morning of the eighth of June, when he died.
Mr. Paine professed to be above the fear of being answered in the affirmative, he desired to have arisen even now on our dear country, when,
death; and a great part of his conversation was know her opinion of that book. She replied, that her people, so privileged and blessed and honor
principally directed to give the impression that he she was but a child when she read it, and that he ed by God, shall bestow, on Religion, Litera
was perfectly willing to leave this world, and yet probably would not like to hear what she had ture, and Benevolence, those thousands and tens
some parts of his conduct are with difficulty re- thought of it. On this he said, if she was old of thousands now wasted, like showers in the de
eoncileable with his belief. In the first stages of enough to read it, she was capable of forming sert, on crimes and vices, on follies and fashions!—•
his illness, he was satisfied to be left alone during some opinion concerning it; and that from her Hon. Thomas S. Grimke.
the day; but he required some person to be with he expected a candid statement of what that
Rule of Obedience.
him at night, urging as his reason, that he was opinion had been. Thus encouraged, she told
Robert Coo, being required to obey the Queen’s,
afraid that he should die when unattended: and him, that she thought it the most dangerous book
at this period, his deportment and his principles she had ever seen; that the more she read the Mary, laws; answered—“as far as they agree
seemed to be consistent; so much so, that a stran more she found her mind estranged from all good; with God’s word, I will obey.” The persecuting
ger would judge from some of the remarks he and that, from a conviction of its evil tendency, Prelate retorted—“whether they agree or not
would make, that he was not an infidel.
she had burnt it without knowing to whom it be with God’s word, if the Queen were an Infidel, we
During the latter part of his life, though his longed. To this Paine replied, that he wished all are bound to obey them.” To which Coo rejoined
conversation was equivocal, his conduct was sin its readers had been as wise as she; and added, —“if Shadrach, Meshech, and Abednego, had
gular; lie would not be left alone night or day; ‘If ever the devil had an agent on earth, I have so done, Nebuchdnezzar had not confessed the
be not only required to have some person with been one.’ At another time, when she and the true God.”
him, but be must see that he or she was there, ; benevolent neighbor before alluded to were with
Abraham teaches us the right way of conver
and would not allow his curtain to be closed at ! him, one of his former companions came in; but
any time; and if, as it would sometimes unavoida i on seeing them went hastily out, drawing the door sing with God;—And Abraham fell on his face,
bly happen, he was left alone, he would scream after him with violence, and saying, ‘ Mr. P. you and God talked with him! When we plead with
and holla, until some person came to him. When have lived like a man; I hope you will die like Him our faces should be in the dust: we shall
relief from pain would admit, he seemed thought ; one.’ On this, Paine turning to the elder of his not then speak lightly of him, nor complain; nor
ful and contemplative, his eyes being generally : visitors said, ‘ You see, sir, what miserable com- will there be any more boasting. We shall abase
closed, and his hands folded upon his breast, al I forters I have.’ Mrs. Bonneville, the unhappy ourselves and. exalt God 1
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From the Charleston Observer.
LAST MOMENTS OF MR. EVARTS.

Providence wills that I should get better, but I
have no will of my own. I can rejoice that I am in I shall make distinctions—don’t let me make dis
tinctions.” No, was the reply—all Missionaries.
Mr- Evarts arrived in this city on Tuesday the the hands of the Lord. My mind is perfectly clear, Does not the cause appear more precious and im3d of May, in qne of the steamboats from Savan fo several young Christians he said, “ I feel a great I portant than ever? After a considerable pause,
nah, and was cordially welcomed at the house of interest in youngchristians. I want to exhort you withmuchexpressionof countenance,and emphasis
the Rev. Dr. Palmer. He appeared very much to help each other, Live near to God. Be bold of manner, he said, “Yon have called me back
exhausted, and retired immediately to rest. Medi in his service. It is the only thing worth being to the world.” With a view of again fixing nis
cal attendance was soon procured; but nothing could bold in. Do not be afraid. The Lord be with thoughts on Heaven, Mr. O. said, You can say
bo done in his disease. On Wednesday night his you.” He then laid his head back upon the pil “For me to die is gain?” “Yes, Yes." That,
rest was composed: but on Thursday his debility low and gave them his hand.
subject suits you better, does it? “O yes, O yes."
At 6 in the evening he was free from pain, con Can you realize the following word:—
increased and became alarming, and on Friday,
as there was no improvement, another physician versed with his nurse. He then called for his
“ The world rcecdcs, it disappears,
was called in for consultation. That day had been Testament, selected the 13th chapter of 1st Cor
“ Heaven opens to my view."
inthians,
and
requested
a
friend
to
read
it.
After
set apart by the Circular Church for fisting, hu
“
Not
strongly.
”—But Heavenly things are in,
miliation and prayer, in view of an approaching which he spent some time in silent meditation, your mind? “Yes"—but added he, with charac
Sacramental Sabbath. Immediately after morn Rev. Dr. Leland come in, and Mr. E. conversed teristic energy and force, “Look here, sec here;
ing services, at the request of Mr. E. several with him \vith great interest, and in the course of If I am required to give intelligible answers, I
ministers met in his chamber, when, though ex his remarks observed, “ I have given myself all must be prepared; I am in great pain."
ceedingly weak and prostrate he addressed them, away.”
About one in the afternoon, a female friend
This is the land of Beulah, said Dr. L. is it not? said
and remarked that he knew his case to be ex
to him, If you feel Jesus near in this trying
“
I
think
it
would
be,"
he
replied,
“
if
I
had
tremely critical—that he found it pleasant to be
moment, raise your hand—and he raised it; do
in the hands of God, who would do all things well strength to contemplate it. I cannot converse you know me? Yes and then called her by name.
—that he had no painful solicitude as to the re much; .but although I feel for my family, I am “What o’clock is it?” It is one. One o’clock on
sult of his sickness, but thought it his duty to use willing to go. I have committed them all to God. Tuesday,” he replied. After this lie requested to
every means for his recovery. He then requested he has been good to them.” I Ic spoke with strong be alone. He had seasons of pain, and very labo
an interest in their special and unit edprayers: 1st feeling of his son John, said “he rejoiced that he rious breathing—was restless and required to be
That if consistent with God’s will he might re had come out boldly for the Lord.”
moved frequently. About 9 o’clock in the eve
The next morning, the 10th, his symptoms of ning, expecting that his time was come,he request
cover. 2dly. That he might have a sweet sense of
approaching
dissolution
seemed
to
increase.
Dr.
pardoned sin and an unshaken confidence in the
ed to be laid in the position suitable for that occasion.
Saviour. 3dly. That if God should spare his life, Palmer asked him, if lie felt that he was near But in about quarter of an hour, he had a short
he might be wholly and entirely the Lord's—conse home; “Yes, yes, \ was his reply. Is your mind return of violent pain, and when nearly exhausted,
crated to his service; and 4thly. That if it should comfortable? He bowed assent. After a little he said, “dear, dear, dear"—a friend said, Jesus?
please God to remove him by this sickness, he while, he requested some nourishment;then called —“Yes, yes, dear Jesus.” It was added—-While
might be able to glorify him on a bed of languish the family together, mentioning M. in particular, on his breast I lean my head, and breathe my life
ing and pain, and that Ilis precious cause might who had been sick the night before and asked of out sweetly there,—when he burst forth with ex
be promoted by his death. lie then expressed a a female friend how long she thought lie had to pressions of rapture which cannot be described—
firm and abiding hope in the Lord Jesus, and seem live. Shercplied that the question could not be “Praise him, praise him, praise him in a way
ed like a little child, sweetly reclining on the arm determined: but that death appeared to be near. which you know not of.” It was said, you will
of its faithful protector; by this effort he was so He said in reply, “The will of the Lord he done. soon sec Jesus, as he is, and you will then know
much exhausted, that at his request, the ministers Attend now to wl.at I say, as to the words of a dy how to praise him. “ Wonderful, wonderful, won
retired to another apartment for special prayer. ing man. To my dearly beloved wife, to my be derful glory. We cannot understand,—we can
An anodyne was administered, and. he spent a loved daughter Mary, to my beloved son-in-law not comprehend—wonderful glory, I will praise
Green, to my beloved daughter Martha, to my him, I will praise him. Who are in the room?”
comfortable night.
beloved son John, to my beloved son William, to Dr. and Mrs. P. and a Christian brother. “ Call
Saturday, there was no material change in his my beloved sister Washburn, to my beloved brother
symptoms. Still, however, he was more feeble, in Vermont, to my other beloved sister in Vermont, all in—call all—let a great many come—I wish
and his pains returned with vmlcnpp &»>»•■ Awy to all my relations and friend*, grace, mercy and to give directions—wonder—glory—Jesus reigns.”
evening he remarked, “To-morrow is the rest of peace in the Lord Jesus Christ by whom alone All the members of the family were called, but
the Holy Sabbath. I r«ay be in eternity before it they and I can hope to be saved; a«d I wish in before they could be assembled, he sunk down ex
arrives. My mind i.oS° weak, I cannot pursue a these dying words, to recognize the great Redeem - hausted and scarcely spoke again. He continued
train of thought, b*t I bless God it is tranquil. mer as the Saviour from sin and hell: able and to breathe free from any further paroxysm of pain
Not my will, but thine O God be done.” To one willing to save all that come unto God by him. until a quarter before 11 o’clock, when he fell
who remarked We hardly know how to spare you To Him I commend my spirit, as to an all suffi asleep in Jesus.
Such is an imperfect sketch of an eminent ser
from the Missionary cause; he said “Don’t men cient Saviour. He is the champion and conqucrtion it, do« t mention it—the Lord knows best.” er of death and hell. And I recogaize the Gfeat vant of Christ, as he approached the gate of death,
After tak-bg a little gruel, he said, “ I shall re- Spirit of God, as the renovator of God's elect, He referred every thing to the will of Heaven,
u:re b^t little more nourishment in this world, and herein, if I gather strength, I wish to recog and as he hade adieu to this world of trial and of
y work is almost done—Jesus reigns, blessed be nize, and to acknowledge the church of God, con sin, he reposed upon the arm of n covenant keep
he—I wish to lie as a penitent sinner at the foot of taining all who have truly dedicated themselves ing God, with a hope full of immortality.
the cross.” About 9 o'clock he breathed out a to him in a new and everlasting covenant. And
CAUSE OF CRIME.
short but comprehensive prayer in interrupted and permit me a poor unworthy worm of the dust, to
The
sixth
report
of the society in N. York, for
broken petitions, making, at its close, a full and give thanks to many of the children of God from
entire surrender of body and soul into the Redeem whom I have received confidence, kindness and the reformation of Juvenile Delinquents, recently
published, contains the following paragraph:—
er’s hands, and said, “Oh dear Saviour, if this favor, as a disciple of the Lord Jesus Christ. And
managers cannot well avoid again calling
is the last night I have to pray on earth, let one more duty; Brother P. if in any respect I theThe
attention of those who may favor this report
my unworthy prayer be exchanged for praise in have offended the children of God, I ask their with a perusal, to the two most fertile sources of
thy kingdom above; Amen, Amen.” Speaking forgiveness. And what shall I say now? If you juvenile profligacy and crime—the theatres and
of his family he said, “I pity them, but God is think of any thing tell me. Have I spoken
grog-shops. Very few are the instances on their
a faithful God, he will take care of them—he will telligibly ? Giving his hand to Mrs Wright of j books, which do not go to demonstrate, that the
take care of them, that is enough.” On being the Choctaw Mission who was present lie’ said, [ earliest departure from honesty and filial duty, is
asked if he had any particular message to send “Sister Harriet, have I spoken intelligibly.' It I j immediately connected with, it it does not result
them, he said. “Give them my love, my dying have not I am ready to give an explanation.” Be- ; from, the allurements of those two capital sources
love. The Lord reigns.” An anodyne was again inc then exhausted he said, “If the Lord give me , of “public amusements.' I hey are emphatically,
administered, and his rest was composed.
»—i. again ”
1, the Scylla and 'Charybdis
''—~
more strength Ii ..-:n
will speak
of the~ currents of life,
In the morning his appearance was greatly chang
About two hours after, the Rev. Mr. Osborn | to the youth of this metropolis. Could we abed, and during the day he was gradually sinking, asked him if he recognized him. “I think I do, j struct from the various incentives tq evil which
yet he conversed considerably. To a young pro —brother Osborn.” Mr. O. asked, Is your mind , abound in the city, the vicious excitement professor of religion, he said, “ You have professed in a happy state? With great emphasis, lie replied, duced by these
tl
places of resort; we know of nohich could be found as a substitute, that
religion while young; so did I, I rejoice in it. “it is." Is Christ precious to you? “He is.” i thing, whic
All I have to say to you is, endeavor to aim at He does not fail you? “He docs not fail me" would be productive of half the amount of crime
great attainments. The present age demands Jesus can make a dying bed feel, &c.—do you and misery which so evidently results from them.
■Yes, Yes.” Have you
great things of Christians. Be not satisfied with realize this to be true?
Self-will is so ardent and active, that it will
being half a Christian. Be entirely consecrated to any thing to say to the missionaries—any mesJ^is serviep. There are some things I could do if sage? He said. “ 0 yes, O yes; tyut I am a afraid, * break a world to pieces, to make a stool to sit on
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i«4
For the Gambier Observer.
“CALL NO MAN MASTER.”

another, affection in a third, and perhaps in a still
greater number of instances, inertness, cause them
to acquiesce in the opinion without examining its
foundation.
The habit of depending on one’s self is of slow
growth, and should therefore begin to be formed
at an early age. Every one should take it for cer
tain that be will be thrown into situations in after
life where his reputation, and, perhaps, the happi
ness of many, will depend upon his acting indepen
dently and with full reliance on himself, guided
only by the light of Divine Truth. The recollec
tion that such events may occur in his life should
stimulate every one by reflection and circumspec
tion to prepare himself to discharge his duty with
resolution and magnanimity.
There is a vast difference between obstinacy and
firmness. A man is obstinate when he adheres to
opinions which are the result of prejudice. He
is firm, when his opinions result from patient exa
mination. blow most of the opinions among men
are nothing but prejudices, taken up merely on
authority. Therefore most of the apparent firm
ness which is exhibited is mere obstinacy. I
would not advocate any thing of this kind. I
would have him who means to be happy and use
ful as a Christian, display the greatest firmness in
pursuing the course which his conscience directs,
but it should be firmness resulting from the clear
est convictions of his own understanding He
must be a thoughtful man, slow in coming to his
conclusions, and in no case adopting the opinions
of another without the most rigid examination.
If those, who are about to enter upon the stage
of action, would accustom themselves to think and
act with independence, they would have an oppor
tunity, never perhaps before presented, of doing
good to mankiftd, This course, too, would pre
vent the tares ftorn being sown among the wheat.
Fewer Rabbis would be seen among us. Fewer
would attempt {o lord it over God’s heritage and
seize upon the leys of heaven.
H.
---- -----------------------------

ral in the endeavour to harmonize them. Calvin
did not presume to dive into the physique of this
great question; and in this he showed his wisdom.
Our happiness and usefulness in no small degree
Other more daring and ambitious spirits, have
depend upon our independence of thought and
ventured on a penetrating scrutiny into the mode
feeling. In religious matters this is peculiarly im
of the divine subsistence; but the thing has prov
portant, particularly at this day, when so many are
ed a miserable failure and they have only lost
setting themselves up as masters and instructors.
themselves in the perplexing mazes of their own
It may be laid down as an incontrovertible posi
darkling speculations.
tion, that every one wishes all around him to be
“But though wc may not be able to reconcile
lieve as he does. If he have the power, he is a
the first three statements with the fourth, are we
strange man, a raraavis in the land, if he make no
on that account to dismiss unceremoniously, and
attempt to enforce belief. If he is so fortunate as
with contempt, the unambiguous revelations of the
not to.have power, he must be actuated by no
word of God? Are the plain sayings of the Bible
small degree of religious feeling, not to indulge a
to be expunged, because we fail in the attempt of
tolerable share of contempt for those who differ
harmonizing them? Because we cannot form a
from him. What shall be done ? Wc cannot think
symphony out of the whole, are we to discard the
as all would have us. Let us then be independent.
separate propositions altogether ? Are we to shut our
Let us search carefully to see if our belief be
eyes against the truths which scripture brings, befounded upon truth, and for the sake of our happi
because we cannot see the hidden ligaments
ness and usefulness let us disregard the opinions
which scripture does not reveal? No, surely.
of others.
The complexities of human speculation may be
In the nature of things, it is hardly possible that
wilder, but the simplicities of scriptural announce
two men should view a subject in exactly the
ment never can. The Deity of Christ and of the
same light. What then? Let each one have his
Spirit, rests noton the adjustments of any system,
own opinion.
but on the direct and obvious testimony of the
I love the man who thinks for himself. He is
written word. The practical benefit of the Trinita
much more likely to make a useful man. As a re
rian doctrine is all deducible from the elementa
ligious character, he will shine brighter and bright
ry truths of which it is composed; and the moral
er every day. He will adorn the Gospel of God
influence of these disclosures lies in our beingin all things. Unawed by threats, and unmoved
made to know that the Son our Saviour is God—
by flattery, he will be found adequate to discharge
and that the spirit our sanctifier is also God.”
the several duties of life and to lead in the enterIn reference to the treatment which this doc
prizes of benevolence.
trine has met with, at the hands of Arians and SoReligious men do not sufficiently cultivate inde
cinians, Dr, Chalmers made the following observa
pendence of thought. This deficiency has brought
tion;—“It is not the scholastic doctrine of the
great discredit on religion. There are more every
Trinity that gainsayers want to overturn; but it is
where who have the faith of the blacksmith than
the separate Scripture sayings that enter into the
are willing to admit it.
composition of it. Under the guise of pleading
By independence of thought, 1 do not mean
for the removal of a dogma, they would obliterate
that freedom, or rather, licentiousness, which con
whole Bible passages, which minister convic
sists in rejecting the authority of any part of reli
tion unto all who simply and sincerely read them.
gious truth which happens to interfere with the
We could have tolerated that Socinians and Arians
corrupt inclinations of the human heart. Far be
CHALMERS ON THE TRINITY.
had quarrelled with the phraseology of Trinitathat thought from me. Whatever is truth is to be
We said that Dr. Chalmers had already given an rianism, had it but thrown back on the simplici
obeyed, to the very letter, without qualification. exposition of his views in reference to the dog- ties of Scripture; but these are what they have
I mean a disregard of the mere authority of hu trine of the Trinffy.—These we shall not recapit laboreu Hard to sopiiWicate and to expunge. We
man guides, who are generally made blind by be ulate. We shall merely refer to that portion of tell them it is no credit U their cause to have re
ing made guides, and in return blind those who them which appeared most striking and original. sorted to such dishonorat^e artifices. They do
follow them.
notorious violence to all the principles of fair in
This we shall do, if, possible, in his own words.
In philosophy, in politics, in the sciences, we
“It may occur to some,” said Dr. Chalmers, terpretation, when they strive U shake and to un
can commit ourselves with comparative safety to “to inquire whether a subject such as this can be settle thus the pillars of the Chri»jan faith. The
the direction of others.—Misguidance here is not essential to a system of religion. Can there be great realities which they impugn, aie those which
of such tremendous consequence as in religious any necessity for meddling with it? Can this ar are most dear and precious to Our cottage
matters.
duous and lofty speculation be ranked as a funda patriarchs: tor never do these simple people feel
Why does the Christian wish to depend upon mental article of the faith? or how can any doc so safe as when they flee for refuge to th» univer
those around him in matters of faith or practice? trine that is expressed in the language of obscure sal hiding-place, and when they stand in cUm and
Has he not always at hand an Almighty Friend to generality, he turned to any practical account? •impregnable security behind therighteousnessof an
assist and direct him? Has he not the Word of We trust you will perceive how all of what is plain Almighty Saviour. When they think that he nho
God to which he may have recourse at any time, in this doctrine, is of vital importance. It is walks in glory amid the candlesticks on heaven’s gol
and which will be like the lamp to guide his feet make up of three simple elementary propositions, den pavement did unrobe himself of all his dignity—•
whenever' darkness overspreads his path? Let —namely, that the Father is God—that the Son did condescend to assume all the lowliness of our
the Christian rely simply upon the Scriptures of is God—and that the holy Ghost is God; in none nature, and toil and sweat and die in agony for
Truth, and the assistance which he may confident of which propositions, when taken separately, is them: these fond remembrances absorb their spir
ly expect to receive as a consequence of such re (here any ptrzzje or perplexity. They are anounc- its in devoutest rnusings, and they rest notin their
liance, and he will not often go wrong. He will ed in the mcfst absolute and intelligible lan meditations on the wondrous theme, till the^ have
not be, as others are, the wretched victim of in guage, and nothing but deliberate dishonesty can found a cafe asylum in the bosom of Divinity.,
certitude and doubt, driven to and fro in every di misinterpret them. It is the effect of all the Scrip
“I hold a sound opinion on the Trinity, said
rection, liable at any time to be made the tool of ture declarations that are made about the Persons Dr. Chalmers, “to be the evidence of a well con
a bad man.
of the Godhead, to throw a halo of august sacred stituted mind. I know of no subject by which the
I would not inculcate a contempt for the opi ness around them all,—to enshrine their names soundness of one’s theology is brought so decided
nions of others. I am not certain which charac among the glories and honors of Divinity. Again, ly to the test, as it is a befitting theme by which
ter is to be the most avoided, that of despising there is.another proposition equally distinct, viz. to try our respect for Scripture, and distrust in
others for contrariety of sentiment, or that of —that God is one. This is so free from all ob our own powers,” As illustrative of this wellyielding a blind submission to others’ opinions.-— scurity, that the common sense of all can appre grounded observation of Dr. Chalmers, we may
Both have been the cause of much evil. While hend it. What then is that which is termed mys advert a moment to the great subject of which this
the one makes a man hated, the other sinks his terious i» the doctrine of the Trinity? The mys doctrine treats. It is no less a matter than the
reputation, and consequently his usefulness.
tery is caused by our attempting the reconcilia constitution of the Godhead. This is indeed a
I mean to be understood as recommending that tion of the different persons, and the different point of arduous speculation—a secret necessarily
the opinions and sentiments of others be regarded propositions which relate to them. It is here ! curtained in deep and impenetrable mystery.—
merely as means for the attainment of the truth, that we are involved in difficulties; and why? j There is a drapery of cloud and darkness hung
or propriety in practice. I know most men think merely because we attempt what Scripture has not ' around the splendours of the eternal throne, and
they do regard them in this light. Their conduct attempted. The Sciipture statements are abun- i no visual organs wherewith humanity has ever yet
proves them mistaken Fear in one case, hope in I dantly perspicuous^ but we land in the conjectu , been favored, have attained a momentary glimpse
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of the invisible that lies beyond. Thus it is that
our thoughts of spirit are all tainted with ma
terialism, and that we are completely baffled in
the attempt to search into its nature. It is beyond
the cognizance of all our senses, and the mind it
self, even in its most etherial wanderings, cannot
meet with any phantom form of pure unmingled
spirituality. Reason confesses here that she is in
profoundest ignorance,and her that best conceptions
of the subject are unsatisfactory and vague.—
What, then, is reason’s province in regard to any
revelation which the Bible may disclose respecting
it? Is it to rise in insolent rebellion against
receiving an intelligence which it comprehends
not, and by the test of imaginary powers which
it possess not, to try those elevated themes which
are confessedly beyond its grasp? Is it not
rather to submit with all, and to receive with
thankfulness any intimations that God may choose
to make of his own inexplicable nature? And if
such intimations have been made—if a voice dis
tinguishable upon earth has toid of the mysteri
ous nature of him who sitteth upon the throne,
and given demonstration of a plurality in the con
stitution of the Godhead, we are hound, by every
principle of sound philosophy, to reverence and
believe. Let the haughty theologian say of this
disclosure, that it is an egregious absurdity; and,
in the self-sufficiency of his own powers, let him
turn in proud antipathy away from it as a revol
ting contemplation; but let not him nor any oth
er mortal dare to sit in judgement on the high and
lofty One who inhabitetli eternity, and to pro
nounce authontively that such cannot be the mode
of his nature—such cannot be the mode of Ins sub
sistence. God is a Spirit, and any revelation upon
this point, is a subject which the Bible may well
monopolize, since we have not one anterior imagina
tion of our own wherewith to confront it.
BOMBAY MISSIONS.

The following are extiacts from Mr. Stone’s
journal. Under date of Dec. 12, 1829, Mr.
S. thus describes an exhibition of self-inflicted
torture to which he was an eye-witness.
Dec. 12, 1829.—For the first time witnessed the
swinging of natives on hooks thrust through .their
backs. This practice is not Common in Bombay,
and is confined to the Kumaty people, who live in
the suburbs of the city To-day three have pro
pitiated the favor of their bloody gods, as they
imagine, by performing the cruel rite. I saw on
ly the last, a female. She was about eighteen
years of age, and strong and masculine in her
appearance. Two hooks were thrust through the
flesh in the back, these hooks were fixed to a rope
fastened to the end of a beam, which when elevated,
riased her about 30 feet in the air, and this beam
which was fixed to a car which was drawn with
great velocity by forty or fifty natives in the circumfereence of a hundred rods. She with one
hand held by the rope that was fastened to a
beam as far forward as she could reach, which
prevented her head from hanging down, but affordher no other support; and with the other she
brandished a flag and a large knife over the heads
of the ciowd as she sailed around. A large bag
of yellow ochre, such as the natives paint their
foreheads with, was tied about her waist. This
she occasionally scattered round upon the people
beneath her, which the ignorant natives received
as a boon from their god. Having been drawn
aound in the course five times, the car stopped;
but she made signs to have them go round again,
as the sixth time is regarded as meritorious as all
the preceeding five, her countenance exhibited
great agony: her face became as pale as death;
and being taken down she was unable to Support
herself. The whole scene was attended by their
horrid music, and infernal shouts of joy. I expos
tulated with hundreds of people on the absurdity
and wickedness of such sacrifices. I told them
that .nstead of propitiating the favor of God they
greatly excite his anger. They seemed to regard
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me as one who had no fear of the gods. I preach-,; Bapoo did not believe their tenets, but wished me
ed to them the true God, and the only way in to give them a refutation of them, which I did ih
which they could secure his favor. Several ap a few words to his entire satisfaction.
peared satisfied that what I said was true. I dis
Another brahmin inquirer.
tributed about fifty books, and returned home at
Jan.
3.
—
Another
brahmin called to-day profess
dark, realizing more sensibly than ever, that the
dark places of the earth are filled with the habita edly to make inquiries about this new religion,
they call Christianity. I had but a few moments
tions of cruelty.
13.—Sabbath. An elderly man who had lived to converse with him. I asked him how a sinner
a sea-faring life till a short time since, and had could obtain the pardon of his sins and the favor
a holy God. He asked what is sin? I replied
been thoughtless, was deeply affected by the word of
the transgression of the commandments of God.
pleached. He desired Mr. Randall to speak to
He asked what commands? 1 repeated the first
me after meeting, and requested permission for and
second commandments, which at. once proves
him to call on me. May my poor imperfent min •
all brahmins to be sinners. He then said that
istrations be blest of God to the salvation of all pardon is to be obtained by fasting, repeating the
who hear them. If the blessing be too great, may names of the gods, performing religious austeri
they be to the salvation of this poor seaman, and ties, &c. I asked if the doing of these things
the glory will redound to the riches of divine would change the affections and destroy the love
grace in Jesus Christ.
of sin in the soul. lie said he could not tell then
Bapoo, the brahmin ivho destroyed his idols.
how a sinner could be delivered from sin and be
Dec. 15.—In the morning, Bapoo, the brahmin saved. I replied that was the very reason why
at Panwell, who in consequence of reading our I came to this country, to tell sinners how they
books and hearing Mr, Graves preach once, about may be delivered from sin and be saved. Having
a year ago, destroyed his household gods and pro given him a brief history of Christ, and of the
fessed to renounce the superstition of his fathers, cal atonement which he made for the sins of the
led on me and spent two hours in religious conver world,|I told him that to renovate and purify the heart
sation. He says he still believes that idolatry is was the work of the Holy Spirit, which could be
wrong; that there is but one God; and he prays to obtained only by those who repented of sin, be
him, and not to the gods of the heathen. He lieved in Christ, andprayed to the true God. 1 gave
says that he is convinced of the truth of Christi him the ten commandments with an exposition of
anity; that he views himself to be a great sinner; them, and the tract entitled Glad Tidings, request
that he has great fears that he shall go to hell, &c. ing him to read them attentively, and call on me
1 asked him if he was a great sinner how he could again. May the divine Spirit guide him to the
be saved. He replied that he could be saved only truth.
by repenting of his sins, believing in Christ, hav
Jan. 19.—Went out and gave instructions to
ing his heart renewed by the Holy Spirit of God, the people in the streets. Bapoo talked to the
(or to use the literal meaning of the Marhatta people and distributed some books. He is so well
word his heart being new created by the Holy aquainted with all their feelings and prejudices, that
Spirit of God.) I asked if he prayed for the he can make them understand much better than
gift of the Holy Spirit, to renovate his heart? myself, One well informed pious native would
He replied that he did. I asked if he was wil be worth half a dozen European and American
ling then to be baptised and confess Christ before missionaries, to preach to the-lower classes’ of
men? He said he wanted to have Christian in people in the bazars, &c. Oh that we had some
struction ripe in his mind first; an expression which such in Bombay, though it may not be till after
means, when 1 shall understand all the doctrines my frail body has sunk to rest in the grave.
and duties of Christianity well then I shall wish
From tl« Christian Watchman
to be baptized. He says his wife, who was very
BUHMAN MISSION.
angry with him for destroying their family gods,
and entreated him not to become an outcast, by
Mr. Judson’s Labors.—By,the latest intelli
forsaking their religion, is now willing herself to gence from 'this Missionary, of Nov. 21, we learn
hear Christian instruction and will not object to that he was then at Rangoon, busily occupied in
his becoming a Christian. He thinks she will translating the Psalms, a labor which was begun
become one too. He mentioned another inter three years since, hut necessarily postponed, by
esting case. A merchant of the brahmin caste the pressure of Missionary work. Inquirers occa
had, by reading the books which he had given him, sionally visit him from all parts of the country,
become convinced of the folly of idolatry, and and it is hoped that some obtain that information
greatly desired to receive Christian instruction from to their minds, and that love in their souls, that
us. He resides beyond Poohah more than 100 will operate as leaven till the whole man is leaven
miles distant. These facts shew that there is a ed. The disciples are occupied, as opportunity
spirit of inquiry going abroad among the people. presents, in distributing tracts and portions ofJan. 2.—Flad another very interesting conversa Scripture. Two have lately been added to the
tion with Bapoo, the brahmin inquirer. He is a church in Rangoon, one of them the husband of
native of considerable strength of intellect, really a female Christian, whom he ill treated formerly
a metaphysician, and an acute reasoner, and pos on account of her faith in Christ. The other is
sessed of more openness of character than most an aged woman of 74, whose numerous children
brahmins. He is employed now as an inspector of and grand-children had treated her with severity
our schools, and comes and reads the Scriptures and cruelty, and who were violently opposed to
with me daily. He says that every night many her being baptised. After her baptism, however,
brahmins call at his lodgings to dispute with him, they seemed less inclined to abuse her. She was
so that he gets but little time to rest. Should he baptised when they were not present, but suspect
become a true Christian, and be received into the ing the fact, and meeting her after the baptism,
church, natives would at once forsake him. He they said to her, “Mother, what have you been
brought me this morning the opinion of several about?”—Feeling very happy in her mind, she
brahmins respecting the different religions in the courageously answered, “I have been baptised
world, and respecting sin, &c. A curious illustra into the religion of the Lord Jesus Christ, to the
tion of their opinions was expressed as follows: entire renunciation of the religion of our ances
All religions are given to men by God. As tors!” The young men seemed astonished, and
vapors, through the influence of the sun, rise were silent. There are others that seem to be
from all rivers, lakes, and seas, and mingle together near the kingdom of heaven, but their fear of man
in the heavens, and form clouds and rain, so all and their feeble faith prevent their coining for
who practise their various religions will rise ward. Several Karens at Tavoy were waiting to
and mingle together in heaven. To forsake the ! be baptised. A number of the natives of Burreligion of their forefathers is the greatest sin. ' man are active and useful. One is spoken of in
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whom a remarkihle change is apparent. For mer I Let me suggest—
ly, irritable, and impatient; he now bears with
1. That all ministers and pastors of churches
surprising composure, and with a smiling counten bring the subject fully and frequently before their
ance, the floods of contradiction and abuse with people. Let them show the missionary character
which his unbelieving countrymen assail him.— of the New Testament dispensation. (The Tews
were not commanded to go into all the world and
Thus figuratively,
preach the law of Moses, to proselyte every peo
“ Lions, and beasts of savage name,
Put on the nature of the Lamb.”
ple to the observance of the rites of Judaism.)
Let them urge the duty of every one who has re
SERAMPORE MISSIONS.
A correspondent calls our attention to the ap  ceived the truth, to communicate it in some way
peal made by Ur. Carey and his associates, at Ser or other. It is the duty of all to give their prayers
rampore, in behalf of their missions. The prin and influence—it is the duty of some to give mon
cipal features of the case, which follow, are cer ey and time—it is duty of some to give themselves
tainly interesting and important. Contrary to the to the cause by actual service.
Has any Christian minister hitherto neglected
general custom of missionaries receiving pay and
support from the societies who send them out, Dr. so to urge the claims of the heathen upon the
Carey, and the elder and younger Marshman, consciences of those over whom he is an overseer?
have contributed out of their own income up to Let him candidly own his error, and immediate
a recent period £1,800 annually, in support of ly begin practically to amend it. It is matter of
the Serampore missions, but in consequence of the common remark, that a congregation acquires in a
Government having abolished the professorship at great degree the views and disposition of the min
the College of Fort William, they have been com ister. If he is of an inactive, contracted spirit,
pelled to withdraw £800 a year, and it is to make caring little, at least in the way of exertion, for
up this deficiency they call upon the Christian what is beyond his immediate sphere, this will, gene
public to come forward. Our correspondent adds, rallyspeaking bethe character of his people also. If
‘‘They ask nothing for themselves—-far from it; a minister seldom or never leads the attention of his
they are still willing and happy to devote their hearers to the wants of others, it is no wonder if
fortune, their time, their learning, their health, they as seldom think of them, and do nothing to
their whole body, soul, and spirit to the cause of help them. But can this be considered a right
advancing the Redeemer’s kingdom; they only Christian spirit?
Let us suppose in the first and best age of
ask us to supply the money which, in consequence
of the measures of government, has been with Christianity, a church planted by the apostles,
drawn from their own hands. Shall we not open enjoy the stated ministry of the Gospel, and walk
ours to give it them? Can it be better spent, or ing in the ordinances and commandments of the
intrusted to safer agents?” The writer, who is a Lord. They hate been called out of darkness
clergyman, then calls upon churchmen in particu into marvellous light; but many around them are
lar not to refuse their support to the Baptists, as in that darkness still. These Christians however
the first book of Christian devotion (except the enjoying these ordinances, from week to week; from
Bible) published in the Chinese language by Dr. year to year; but none of them go forth to tell
Morrison, a Baptist, was the Liturgy of the Church their heathen neighbors what a Saviour they have
found—to what hopes they are begotten again—
from what a death they have been delivered—
ON THE MEANS TO BE USED IN RAISING UP and to represent die need of those blessings to
MISSIONARIES.
every sinner. Does it notstrike us as something ve
It must have struck you in perusing certain ry incongruous) to'suppose that a primitive church
books, which profess to give a general view of should be so indifferent about the spread of the
the doctrines and duties of revelation, how little Gospel? Indeed they could not have been de
the missionary character of Christianity has been scribed in the terms I have quoted—“walking in
brought forward. Indeed, so obscure a place all the ordinances and commandments of the Lord
does this subject hold in some systems of divinity, blameless,” if such were their character; for in
whole duties of man, &c, books otherwise sound, that case they were .neglecting at least one com
judicious, and comprehensive, that a reader might mandment.
peruse the whole, and scarcely be able so tell if
2. That all. Christians, whether ministers or oth
the duty to propagate the Gospel was not wholly ers, who have proper views and feelings on this
left out of the system. The duty of praying for subject, form the distinct purpose of doing every
the coming of the kingdom of God, is of course thing in their power, according to their several
introduced in the exposition of the Lord’s prayer, abilities, to fan the missionary flame around them.
jud the duty of love to God and man naturally Christians of learning and ability should take every
embraces every object, which is a proper expres proper occasion to bring the question before their
sion of love; and among the rest the promotion of friends and fellow Christians.
the divine glory, and the welfare of our fellowIn furtherance of this Idea, some might turn
creatures, by disseminating the truth of God. But their minds to a comprehensive and thorough
this is treated as a subor-dinate topic, while doubt investigation of the nature, obligation, motives,
ful questions and strifes of words occupy many means, and certain results of the evangelization
pages, and call forth all the zeal of the authors. of the world. Here is a list of a few grand desi
It is not by one stroke of the battering ram the derata on this most interesting subject.
walls of a besieged fortress are made to fall; but
(1.) A missionary survey of the world.
a repetition of strokes may at length make a
(2,) A missionary estimate of the resources,
breach.
moral, literary, and physical, of the Christian
In this view every missionary sermon, every world, for attempting the conversion of all nations,
missionary meeting, every missionary publication,
(3.) An inquiry into the most proper and effec
does something towards its accomplishment.— tual means of providing a supply of suitable men
And oh, it will be a glorious state of the church, for the missionary office, and preparing them for
when every Christian in.every church, prompted'by its duties. And in connection with this, the best
the mercies which he has received of the Lord means of assisting native converts of promising
and knowing the terrors of the Lord which hang abilities in every part of the world, to give thempver a sinful world, shall be earnestly asking, selvesXo the work of instructing their countrymen.
“Lord, what would thou have me to do’” and There is reason to conclude, that in many cases,
ready to do ivhatever the answer communicated by from not following up partial successs at mission
*the wisdom” that is “profitable to direct,” shall ary stations, by employing hopeful converts, the
point out.
work has, humanly speaking, been much retarded.
If so let means be used generally and systemati
(L) A series of popular tracts on missionary
cally, to rouse the attention of Christians to this subjects, embracing descriptions of the state of

subject more than ha? ever yet been done.

tions, the effect of attempts to convert them the
causes of the failure of such attempts, where thev
have been unsuccessful—the extent of the field
of missions—want of laborers to cultivate it, &c
This object is in part met by the monthly pa."
pers of some of the societies; but they are chief
ly confined to those who are already subscribing
to the cause—such tracts should be univer-SALLY CIRCULATED.

(5.) A periodical publication, in which might
be inserted all such information of a literary, sci
entific, and general nature, as may be transmitted
by missionaries from their several stations, and
which it does not consist with the plan of any of
the existing Missionary Chronicles, Reports, Ac.
to insert.—Swan's Letters on Missions.
SOME OF THE CAUSES OF INDIFFERENCE
TO MISSIONARY EXERTIONS.

What is the reason why so many professing
Christians render so little efficient aid to the cause
of the blessed Saviour in the heathen world?
This is a question that forces itself upon us when
we think on the one hand how much aid that cause
requires, and on the other how practically indiffer
ent many are whom in charity we are bound to
consider as sincere Christians. This indifference
is to be traced to a variety of causes, and it may
not be unuseful briefly to glance at some of them.
(1.) The burden of supporting the ordinances
of religion among themselves presses heavily up
on some bodies of Christians. It seems to require
their utmost exertions to provide for their own;
and so many, because they feel that they can do
very little, absolutely do nothing in the way of
contributing to the spread of the Gospel.
(2.) The pressure of the times also is severely
felt by many. But when will this cease? Shall
the heathen be allowed to live and die without
Christ till the “hard times” are over? It is ad
mitted that in the course of providence the cir
cumstances of individuals may be so reversed,
that however willing and even zealous to help the
“good cause,” they cannot, consistently with the
claims of justice, contribute even the smallest
sum. Such are, of course, absolved from the
guiU uf Tritbholding assistance; but so long as
men have what they can call their own, of that
they are unquestionably bound to impart a share
to those who are poorer than themselves. Let
them imitate the churches of Macedonia, of whom
it is recorded that in a great trial of affliction the
abundance of their joy and their deep poverty
abounded unto the riches of their liberality; for
to their power, yea, and beyond their power they
were willing of themselves. They would say,
“We are very poor and the times very hard, we
can ill spare any thing from our small stock; but
our bowels yearn over the poor heathen around us
—with them it is hard times, indeed! They are
destitute of the Gospel, while we are rich in faith
and heirs of the kingdom; let us live upon the
coarsest fare, and strip ourselves of eve y super
fluity, rather than leave them to perish.”
(3.) The calls for help at our own doors the
support of preachers in remote and destitute parts
of our country—seems to possess a prior claim
upon our liberality. Heathens at home have as much
need of the Gospel as heathens abroad. This is
a perfect truism, and so is the converse of it;
heathens abroad have as much need of the gos
pel as heathens at home. And what is the infer
ence? Neglect one of them? Surely not. Aid
both according to your ability. But the very cir
cumstance, that the heathen at home are so much
within sight and withia hearing, give them so
greatly the advantage over the heathens abroad
in competing for a share of Christian beneficence,
that a man of consideration, adverting to the cir
cumstance, may I think very safely give the latter
the first place in his regards; persuaded that the
heathen at home will attract the regard of many
who will never thiuk of the heathen abroad, or
heathen nations, the character of their sepursti- only think of them as having a secondary and dis-
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tant claim to attention. According to the views
of some, the worshippers of the gods of Hindoostan, China, Africa, &c., should be left to their
idols till there are no remains of ignorance and
idolatry among ourselves. When any one argues
in this way, it might not be improper to advise him
to adhere strictly to his own principle, and ab
stain from teaching the ignorant even of his own
countrymen, till he has nothing more to learn
himself; to correct no errqrs till he has left no
errors in his own heart uncorrected; not to con
cern himself with the spiritual dangers and wants
of his brother till he himself is beyond the reach
of danger, and has no wants unsupplied—for “ Cha
rity begins at home!”
Such sentiments are sometimes harbored in a
latent form where nothing of the kind is openly
avowed; but so far as they operate, they cut the
sinews of exertion in the most glorious of causes
—the conversion of the whole world to the faith
of Christ, that He may reign, and all his enemies
be put under his feet.—Swans Letters on Missions.

i deavoring to unsettle the faith of all they meet. To start ob
jections is easy; and no matter how futile they are, in one
j hour difficulties may be suggested upon almost every subject,
the unravelling of which may occupy a day. In matters of
religion, however, information is wanted far more than time.
How very few are to be found who have studied the proofs of
the Bible’s authenticity, credibility and inspiration ! Not one
man in ten; and the consequence is that when any of those
persons who seek to acquire a name by affecting singularity,
state an objection on the points mentioned, they are staggered
and nonplussed. They may not entirely relinquish their re
spect for Christianity: its internal evidence, speaking to the
heart and conscience, peremptorily forbids this; yet being
unable to see the fallacy of these cavils, they are thrown into
a state of doubt, and continue sometimes for years, half assent
ing, half dissenting. But why halt they thus between two
opinions? They owe it to themselves, if parents, they owe it
to their children, they owe it to the memory of their fathers,
they owe it to the God who lias cast their lot in a Christian
land, to be fully persuaded, and to see that their persuasion be
founded upon reason. Should these lines meet the eye of any
one who doubts the truths of that religion, in the reverent be
lief of which bowed Pascal, Newton, Locke, Milton and a
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host of the greatest minds which have adorned the annals of
the world, we would urge that man to search and sec—to exa
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mine and decide. The question is one of infinite importance,
The Episcopal Church in Kentucky.—It is with the and information in rich abundance is at hand—accessible to
most unfeigned pleasure that we have learned, through a pri all who wish it.
vate, but a most indubitable source, that at the Convention
just held in Louisville, Kentucky, the Rev. Benjamin I).
Smith, rector of Christ Church, Lexington, has been elected
DOMESTIC.
Bishop of that Diocese. To say all that our feelings and con
victions would prompt us to in making this announcement,
The Theatre s “beggarly account of empty boxes."—The pa
would be unnecessary for those who- are acquainted with the per which is probably most devoted to the interests of the thea
gentleman chosen to fill so important a station; and for stran tre of any in this city, (Boston) thus exposes its deserted walls
gers it would be inexpedient, as they might possibly attribute to the public gaze. “ The benefits, this season, appear to he
it to personal partiality. Aside from this, it may well be merely nominal affairs;—for, with but one or two exceptions,
the boxes, on such occasions, have exhibited a display of pa
questioned whether the genius of the Gospel, and the interests tronage, about as discouraging as we could well wish to see.
of piety, would not require more simplicity than usually cha Mr. and Mrs. Smith on Monday evening, with all the efforts
racterizes notices of this kind—While endeavoring to act up in their favor, just escaped,—and a little better,—the expenses. ”
to the principle here hinted at, both in the present and all Now this ought to be expected. Yankees arc a calculating
people, and like to have quid pro quo in every thing- They
other instances, we beg leave to say, for the information of are therefore not inclined to give much for these “benefits,”
pious Episcopalians whose opportunities of becoming ac when they find tliev are no “ benefit” to them, or their chil
quainted with matters of this kind are small, whilst their dren, or their country.
City Hall Clock__ On Saturday evening the dials of the
anxiety about the character of those who are to £11 the high
est offices in the Church, is great, that the present appoint new clock on the cupola of the City Hall, were lit up for the
first time, and last night they were again illumed. The faces
ment is one which should call torth their gratitude to the presented a very fine and imposing appearance, not unlike that
great Head of the Church, and that it may authorize them to of the moon’s disk. This improvement will he continued
hope that, with the Divine blessing, great good will result hereafter, as we understand, regularly lit—it will he a great
from it to the interests of religion in the West. We speak accommodation to the public, besides king an ornament to
the city. The dials are placed towards tie four cardinal points
‘not from personal knowledge of the gentleman, yet we think —which in the greatest thoroughfares frill show the hour at
all times of night. The Bell strikes loud and distinctly, for
we speak that we do know.’
When further particulars of the proceedings of the Conven each hour a double tone.—N. Y. Adv.
Manumission.—Poulson’s Philadelphia Daily Advertiser
tion reach us, we shall give them to our readers.
states, that Mrs.------had returned to that city, after a fa
tiguing journey across the mountains to New Orleans, for
Scepticism__ 1 hat there are many persons in society, who, the sole and benevolent purpose of manumitting her slaves at
whilst far from piofbssedly rejecting Christianity as a cunning that place. She gave them presents with her own hands, and
ly devised fable, are yet so unsettled in their minds—live in directed them to be sent to Norfolk, (Vir.) where they will
such a state of doubt, in regard to the leading truths of the embark for the colony of Liberia. This is not the first act
of munificence and benevolence which that lady had perform
Bible, as to derive no moral benefit from them, is i fact which
ed.
can be doubted by no one who mixes in any degree in the
Moheyan Indians.—This tribe yet remains on the land of
world. These persons having been brought up ty Christian their fathers’ sepulchres, in the State of Connecticut. A
parents, and in a Christian country, have very naturally re Church has been erected for their accommodation, and was
ceived Christianity as the true religion prior to any examina dedicated to the worship of Almighty God the 20th instant.
Nearly all the Indians resident upon their lands were present,
tion. It has become their religion because it was the religion with about two hundred persons from the towns of Norwich
of tlieir fathers;—and so far, well. This would lie a reason and Montville, and listened with attention to the services,
good enough if it were designed that Christianity should stand which were very solemn and interesting.— Courier.
Interesting to Editors.—A case has been decided in Newupon prescription: we owe much deference to the memory
and the religion of our ancestors. But the case is otherwise: York, in favor of the New-York Daily Sentinel, against Lee,
Powel & Co. wherein the principle was confirmed, that persons
Christianity claims a rational assent, and offers to give a rea receiving a newspaper, without ordering it discontinued, are liable
son for the hopes which she holds out. She declares it to be in all eases for the payment of the same.
injustice to her, and to our own souls, not to examine and
Artificial Eyes—Dr. Scudder, showed us yesterday, says
weigh impartially the evidences of the Bible; and especially the New-York Courier of the 22d ult a young man in whose
head he had just put one of his artificial eyes. . On looking at
at the present day, when such efforts are made to drive men
them, it was impossible to tell which was which. ‘ Doctor,
from its lightsome, holy and hopeful ground, into the cheer which is your eye?’ was asked. The Doctor was in ecstacies.
less negatives of infidelity. An article in the last Observer “ That,” said he, is the highest compliment that can be paid
stated, on the authority of the Hon. Mr. Everett, that “Vol- to my art.
on the Sun—There are now two large spots close
ney’s Ruins” has been stereotyped in one of the towns of Newtogether on the Sun’s disc, a little west of its centre. If the ob
England, and is now circulating through the country. The servations be correct which the writer has made on these phen
same probably may be said of many other similar works; and omena, of so frequent occurrence for several years, we may
besides this, there are individuals constantly going about, with expect during the ensuing season, considerable alternations of
motives best known to themselves and the Judge of all, en great heat and cool weather—Baltimore American-
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Georyia Surveyors.—For the last two months the Georgia
Surveyors have been overrunning the Cherokee territory. We
have seen two or three companies, and we have heard of sever
al others. They are surveying the country into districts of
nine miles square.— Cher. Phoenix.
The. Magnet.—V ith a magnet weighing about CO lbs. Pro
fessor Henry of Albany has succeeded in raising instantane
ously and at pleasure, a weight equal to 2050. Peale’s mag
net, weighing 53 lbs. was the largest before known; it lifted
310 lbs.—Detroit Courier.
It has been computed that fifty acres of the most heavily
timbered land do not furnish a sufficient quantity of wood to
build a single ship of the line; and yet such ships, on an ave
rage, it is said, will not last longer than fourteen years.
A writ of quo warranto has been issued against the Miami
University, to require the corporation to show by what autho
rity it has organized a medical faculty in Cincinnati. The
matter is to be decided by the Court in Bank in Columbus.

A trench Evangelical Minister has arrived from Genevaj
to preach in the French Church in New-Orleans__ N. Y. Obs.
CLERICAL CHANGES.

The Rev. John A. Hicks has removed from Easton, Penn,
and taken charge of St. John’s Church, Troy, N. Y.
The Rev. Smith Pyne has accepted the Rectorship of Tri
nity Church, Natchez, Mississippi.
The Rev. John H. Hopkins, late Rector of Trinity Chnrcli,
Pittsburgh, Penn., has accepted ntt invitation to become As
sistant Minister of Trinity Church, Boston.

FOREIGN.
BRAZIL.

Latest from Dio Janeiro.—By the brig Virginia, captain
Ilugg, Rio papers have been received in Baltimore to the 14th
April. They contain official accounts of the abdication of
Don Pedro in favor of his son, and the appointment of a Re
gency over the young Monarch—consisting of the Marquis de
Caravellas, 40 votes; Francisco de Litnae Silvia, 35 votes;
Nicholas Pereira de Gampos Vergueiro, 30 votes. The fol«lowing oath was taken by them:—
“ We swear to maintain the Roman Catholic Apostolie Re
ligion ; the integrity and indivisibility of the Empire; to ob
serve, and cause to be observed, the Political Constitution of
the Brazilian Nation, to the utmost of our power; and also,
to be faithful to Don Pedro II., and to deliver up the Rcgetv
cy so soon as another be legally installed.”
The immediate cause of the abdication of the Emperor was
the conduct of his troops. He endeavored to head them for
the purpose of marching against the people who had assem
bled at the Campo d’Acclamacuo. The troops not only refuse,I to tnnrrh, Lv.1 left tlivi, ImiiacKx, suA joined ttndr cvutl*
trymen. The consequence was, the immediate abdication of
the Emperor in favor of his son, under the title of Don Pe
dro 11., and his hiking refuge with flip Empress and the young
Queen of Portugal on board of the Warspite.
The Diario Mercantil of the 11th, says that public confi.
dence is entirely restored. The shops arc open os usual, anti
commerce is perfectly re-established.

Temperance in Scotland.—Hie Glasgow Temperance Re
cord, contains every month, a complete list of the Temperance
Societies in Scotland, with the number ot members. The
steady ratio of increase will appear by the following table
which we have collected from our files for six months.
October, increase,
- 4,340
November, ...
- 5,335
December, - - - 2,816
January,
- - ’ - 4,554
February, - - - 3,483
March
...
- 3,004
otal in six months,
- 23,538
Glasgow has 7658 memliers of Temperance Societies; Pais,
ley 1683; Edinburgh, 1284; Cbampbellton, 976; Kilsyth,
818; Kirkintillock, 775; Dumfertnline, 620; Greenock,
580; Dundee, 550; Airdne, 550; Anchtcrarder, 538; Salt
coats, 510.—New York Observer.

Liverpool May 7th.—There is a letter in town, received by
a merchant shipped from Lisbon, which asserts that Don Mi
guel had given way respecting the French claim—he assented
to the people.
The King of Sardinia died at Turin on the 10th rtf' April.
The prince de Carigna his legitimate successor, ascends the
throne without serious opposition. The absolute party were
in favor of the Duke of Modena, an account of the Prince's
liberal principles.—New York Mercury.
Persia.—Mr. Groves, an Englishman, who, near the close
of 1829, commenced a mission to Persia, is laboring at his
own charge, and unconnected with any missionary institutionThe same is understood to be true of Mr. l’arneil, son of Sir
Henry Parnell, and Mr. Newman, a distinguished scholar
from the University of Oxford.
East-Indies—Letters, says the Christian Sentinel, state
that about three thousand families of Roman Catholics have
applied for religious instruction and ordinance’, to the Eng
li’h Missionaries.
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POETRY.
From the Christian Sentinel.
FAREWELL.
’Tis not to part, to lisp the word ‘ farewell*
With all the flippancy of fashion’s tougue;
’Tis not to part, to bend our frolic step,
With light indifference, from those dear friends
We ne’er may see return to us again;
O, no! ’tis hateful to the feeling mind
To view the simp’ring coxcomb’s vacant smile,
When from his slender accent glides ‘adieu.’
—’Tis not to part, to dress a lying face
In all the formal pomp of unfelt wo,
To rant in tragic whine, and curse the star
Whose will despotic chains man down to fate.
Nor is the pain of parting known to those
Who, skill’d in eold dissembling complaisance,
Can squeeze the hand, divide the labored sigh,
Can breathe the wish unfelt, the vague desire,
And prostitute a tear to falsehood’s vow.
—But oh! to part from those with whom the soul
Is closely knit in kindred sympathy,
To turn our eyes from those, whom friendship plants
Within the hallowed mansion of the heart;
—To say ‘farewell,’ perhaps for ever too!
To those whose social converse oft has cheered
The hour of sad despondency; whose wit
Has oft unbent the brow of dull reserve,
And taught e’en sullen discontent sometimes
To wear a smile:—to friends like these to bid
A long, a last adieu! Oh ! ’tis a pang
That strikes most keenly through the breast sincere,
And paralyzes every hope of joy !
This then it is to part, to honest minds,
To such as suffer not profession’s lip
To trifle with the laws of truth and gratitude.

MISCELLANY.
An Enthusiastic Ornithologist—“Kind reader,” says
Audubon, “you now see before you my greatest favorite of
the feathered tribe. To it I owe much. How often has it
revived my drooping spirits, when T have listened to its wild
notes in the forest, after passing a restless night in my slender
6hed, so feebly secured against the violence of the storm, as to
show me the futility of my best efforts to rekindle my little
Are, whose uncertain and vascillating light had gradually died
away under the destructive weight of the dense torrents of rain
that seemed to involve the heavens and the earth in one mass
of fearful murkiness, save when the red streaks of the flashing
thunderbolt burst on the dazzled eye, and, glancing along the
huge trunk of the stateliest and noblest tree in my immedi
ate noiglibarboisd, were instantly followed by an uproar of
crackling, crashing, and deafening sounds, rolling their volumes
in tumultuous eddies far and near, as if to silence the very
breathings of the unformed thought! How often, after such
a night, when far from my dear home, and deprived of the
presence of those nearest to my heart, wearied, hungry, drench
ed, and so lonely and desolate, as almost to question myself,
why I was thus situated, when I have seen the fruit of my
labors on the eve of being destroyed, as the water, collected
into a stream, rushed through my little camp, and forced me
Ito stand erect, shivering in a cold fit like that of a severe ague,
when I have been obliged to wait, with the patience of a mar
tyr, for the return of day, trying in vain to destroy the tor
menting moschettoes, silently counting over the years of my
youth, doubting, perhaps, if ever again I should return to my
home and embrace my family;—how often, as the first glimps
es of morning gleamed doubtfully amongst the dusky masses
of the forest trees, has there come upon my ear, thrilling along
the sensitive chords which connect that organ with the heart,
the delightful music of this harbinger of day! And how fer
vently, on such occasions, have I blessed the Being who form
ed the Wood 'rhrush, and placed it in those solitary forests, as
if to console me amidst my privations ; to cheer my depressed
mind, and to make me feel, as I did, that never ought man to
despair, whatever may he his situation, as he never can be as
sured that aid a!.d deliverance are not at hand.

The Flying Fish and Dolphin—-The flying fish may
be considered one of the most singular productions of the
ocean. This little scaled inhabitant of water and air seems
to have been more favored than the rest of its finny brethren.
It can rise out of the waves, and on wing visit the domain of
the birds. After flying two or three hundred yards, the in
tense heat of the sun has dried its pellucid wings, and it is ob
liged to wet them, in order to continue its flight. It just
drops into the ocean for a moment, and then rises again and
flies on; and then descends to re-moisten them, and then up
again into the air; thus passing its life, sometimes wet, some
times dry, sometimes in sunshine, and sometimes in the pule
moon’s nightly beam, as pleasure dictates, or need requires.
The additional assistance of wings is not thrown away upon
it. It has full occupation both for fins and wings, as its life is
jtn perpetual danger. The bonito and alhicore chase it day
and night; but the dolphin is its worst and swiftest foe. If
it escape into the air, the dolphin pushes on with proportional
velocity beneath, and is ready to snap it up the moment it de
scends to wet its wings. You will often see above one hun
dred of these little marine aerial fugitives on the wing at once.
J’hey appear to pse every pxertion to prolong their flight, but

vain are all ther efforts; for when the last drop of water on
their wings is dried up, their flight is at an end, and they
must drop into the ocean. Some are instantly devoured by
their merciless pursuer; part escape by swimming, and oth
ers get out again as quick as possible, and trust once more to
their wings. It often happens that this unfortunate little
creature, after alternate dips and flights, finding all its exer
tions of no avail, at last drops on board the vessel; there,
stunned by the fall, it beats the deck with its tail, and dies.
When eating it, you would take it for a fresh herring. The
largest measure from 14- to 15 inches in length. 'The dolphin
after pursuing it to the ship, sometimes forfeits his own life.
The dying dolphin affords a superb and brilliant sight; all the
colors of the rainbow pass and repass in rapid succession over
his body, till the dark hand of death closes the scene.— Wa
ter ton’s Wanderings, 8fc.

Harvard University.—Francis C. Gray, Esq. of Boston,
has published in the pamphlet form, a Letter to Governor
Lincoln, of Massachusetts, in relation to Harvard University.
In noticing the library of Harvard, he relates the subjoined
anecdote:—
“ I had not been in London three weeks, last summer, be
fore I bought for the College, four hundred volumes, all relat
ing to America, not one of them before in the library, and
many not in the country. One of these was the best book on
Geography that existed in the time of Columbus, showing ex
actly what was his starting point, what tools he had to work
with, and of course how much was due to his own great geni
us. Happening, a few days after it was sent to America, to
mention my good fortune in finding it to Washington Irving,
he told me that Columbus’s own copy of it still existed in
Spain, full of notes, in his own and his brother Bartholomew’s
hand-writing, and that if I could find another copy, he would
have nfac simile made in it of all those notes, which Ije stated
to be highly interesting, and to contain some facts not known
to the world. Of course, for so interesting a purpose, I or
dered a copy to be procured, if possible, by any labor, or at
any price. But after the most diligent search, it was impossi
ble to find one in London, Paris, or Madrid.

Proposed Inscmption to Voltaire.—An English gentle
man being in Paris, when a subscription was circulated by a
number of the Philosophers of the Voltaire school, for the
purpose of erecting a statue to the memory of their oracle,
put a stop to the whole proceeding by writing the following
INSCRIPTION FOR AN INTENDED MONUMENT OF VOLTAIRE.

Behold Voi.tajp.e! deserving of a stone,
Mho in Poetry was great,
In History little,
Still less in Philosophy, and
In Religion
j Nothing at all.
f His wit was acute,
Ills judgment precipitate,
His dishonesty extreme.
Loose women smiled upon him,
The half learned applauded him,
And the profane patronized him;
Though he spared neither God nor man,
A junto of Atheists,
Who call themselves philosophers,
Scraped some money together,
And raised this stone to his memory.

The Reformation has Advanced Learning__ Within
the last three centuries, more than twenty Universities have
been founded in Germany, of which three-fourths are Pro
testant; There are 36 Universities in Germany, 19 Protest
ant and 17 Catholic, while the Catholic population is double
the Protestant. No reasonable person, says Villers, will
doubt that the Protestant Universities have the advantage in
the instruction given. It will not, says he, be thought very
inconsistent to say, that there is more real knowledge in one
single University, such as Jena, Halle or Gottingen, than in
the eight Spanish Universities of St. Jago de Compostella,
Alcala, Orihuela, &c. The Protestants have founded and en
dowed a great number of schools; because their existence depends
on their being the best informed. The Reformation is essen
tially learned—it received its impulse from Science, and can
only be supported by Science—knowledge is an affair of State
in the reformed nations. To the Reformation, the young of
that day, and all that have followed them and all that shall
follow us, are indebted for the mildest, and at the same time,
the most efficacious methods of instruction.—,Grimke's Psfiections.

Pharaoh and Napoleon.—The miraculous cleaving of the
Sea, its walls of waters on eitiier hand of the dry passage like
ramparts; and their ruinous junction, after Che chosen people
had passed through, afford a picture of sublimity unequalled
in the grandest scenes of time. The site of this occurrence
has been pointed out from the day of its occurrence to the pre
sent—and in Napoleon’s expedition to the Nile in that early
period of his military career, as Lockhart relates, it was near
being the scene of another catastrophe that might have had an
important influence on the destinies of the world. Towards
evening, Napoleon and his suite rode into the shallow waters
of the Red Sea at the reputed spot of Pharaoh’s overthrow,
desirous of ascertaining to what extent they were fordable to

tides, there extremely rapid, were upon them, and the horses
found themselves beyond their depth. The point of compass
was lost, the shore not visible, and a council of war was in
stantly called to decide on measures of escape. Napoleon, bv
one of those decisions of mind frequently useful to hi m in the
future emergencies of his eventful life, ordered a circle to be
formed, and each horseman to ride from it as a radius from a
centre, stopping when the deptli of water prevented further
progress. The next movement was for all to follow the horse
man that rode on the farthest, showing the longest path of
shoal water—and this was; Napoleon’s path from the grave of
one of the Pharaohs.
. The Coat of Mail—Just before Napoleon set out for Bel
gium, he sent to the cleverest artizan of his class in Paris, and
demanded of him whether he would engage to make a coat of
mail, to be worn under the ordinary dress, which should be
absolutely bullet proof—and that, if so, he might name hist
own price for such a work The man engaged to make the
desired object, if allowed proper time, and° he named 18,000
francs as the price of it. The bargain was concluded and in
due time the work was produced, and its maker honored with
a second audience of the Emperor. “ Now,” said his Impe
rial Majesty, “put it on.” The man did so. “ As I am to
stake my life on its efficacy, you will, I suppose, have no ob
jections to do the same.” And he took a brace of pistols, and
prepared to discharge one of them at the breast of the aston
ished artiste. There was no retreating, however, and, half
dead with fear, he stood the fire, and, to the infinite credit of
his work, with perfect impunity. But the Emperor was not
content with one trial—he fired the second pistol at the back of
the trembling artist, and afterwards discharged a fowlin'.: piece
at another part of him with similar effect. “ Well,” said the
Emperor, “you have produced a capital work, undoubtedly—what is to bo the price of it ?” Eighteen thousand francs were
named as the agreed sum, “ There is an order for them,” said
the Emperor, “and here is another, for an equal sum, for the
fright that I have given you.”

The Depth of the Ocean is a point which has puzzled,
alike, philosophers and practical men, and is, after all, left in
a wide field of conjecture. The most probable guide is analo
gy, and the wisest men, judging by this criterion, have pre
sumed that the depth of the sea may be measured by the
height of mountains, the highest of which are between 20,000
and 30,000 feet. The greatest depth that has been tried to
be measured, is that found in the Northern Ocean by Lord
Mulgrave; he heaved a very heavy sounding lead, and gave
out along with it, cable rope, of the length of 4680 feet, with
out finding the bottom—Malte Brun.

The Canoe Birch__ This tree grows to the height of. 79
feet, and 3 feet in diameter. The Canoes arc made of strips,
from two to nine inches wide, and ten to twelve feet long.-—
They are stitched together with the fibrous roots of the white
spruce. The seams are coated with resin from the Balm of
Gilead. A c inoe, casable of carrying four persons, with their
baggage, weighs but 40 or 50 pounds.
Chain Bridge.—The largest iron bridge in the world is in
China; it is formed of 21 chains, extends from the top of one
immense mountain to another, and is 150 years old.
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